The impact of Mayer, Haywood, and the other leaders of the labor movement, and the role of the PAC in their revolutionary activities.

The Moyer-Haywood Trail.

The dangers of the past in the Atlanta race to a surprise in these areas, where the1913 race is nothing more than the beginning of the great fight for life and the safety of the people. As a result, the Atlanta race will not be enough for the people who are fighting for their lives. The people who are fighting for their lives will not be able to get the support of the people who are fighting for their lives.
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JURY DISAGREES.

Adams' Trial Results in Disagreement
McPherson and Gorg of Northfield
Described by the Jurors as a Very Close
and Debatable Case.

MARTIN W. WALLACE, MARY, March 9—Two
juries in the trial of the murder of Arthur Adams, the
seventy-year-old ex-security guard, were dis- 
greed on the question of Adams' guilt and the
jury was hung. The trial was adjourned to
Tuesday.

The attitude of the jury was marked
by a violent disagreement and the trial
was continued until the jury could agree.

The disagreement arose over the
question of whether Adams was guilty of
murder or manslaughter. The jury was
hopeful of reaching a verdict but was not
able to do so due to the disagreement.

The Chicago Chronicle.

How we keep American Fence
the Standard of the World.

Eighty per cent of all wire fence
sold is American Fence. It takes one fifth
thousand of fence every month in America
for orders for American Fence. That's why we make and sell more fence than all other
fence manufacturers combined.

Let's keep American Fence
the Standard of the World.

Better galvanizing, better
quality, better service.

We make back the cost of
twenty dollars spent in im-
provements in fence wear.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, U. S. A.
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